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Abstract: 

 

This report will examine the susceptibility of individual users to internet-based attacks on 

a per country basis using the methods of fuzzy mathematics. It aims to rank the world’s most 

technologically proficient countries by the risk of their citizens to internet based cyber-crime. 

Fuzzy mathematical analysis of expert opinions provided methods to rank nations by an internet 

attack risk score. Two main factors: the user’s desirability for and preparedness against attackers 

(denoted by target) and the means of the aggressor (denoted by means). The Analytical 

Hierarchy Process (AHP), Guiasu Method, Yen Method, Dempster-Schafer (DS) Method, and 

the Set-Value Statistical Method (SVSM) were utilized to rank the most technologically 

advanced countries based upon the risk of their citizens to internet attacks. 
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Introduction: 

 

During recent decades, the leading nations in technological development relied 

increasingly on electronic means and the internet for economic expansion. As the internet’s role 

in economic systems increased, so did the frequency and severity of internet based attacks. Often 

the most common internet based attacks are centered on individual users, rather than large 

corporations or government entities. 

User Susceptibility to internet attacks has become an increasingly complex issue. While 

computer security for users has vastly improved compared to two decades, the diversity of 

threats and ingenuity of criminal utilization has grown exponentially in recent years.  

Due to the interconnected nature of the internet, crime involving internet attacks is 

complex with many variables influencing each other. For example, frequency of Denial of 

Service (DoS) attacks in the United States are more than likely to depend on the bot nets of 

multiple countries rather than just itself. 

Using fuzzy mathematics, we are able to take leading factors and sub-factors involved in 

user susceptibility to these attacks and have experts weigh their relative importance giving us a 

basis to apply data for several leading nations. With these mathematical techniques, we will be 

able to rank the countries finding out which country is the most and least secure. 

 

Breakdown of Factors: 

  

 The following factors provide the structure to our fuzzy mathematical model. The factors 

were decided through research and discussion with experts as the most critical aspects of internet 
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attacks. There are two main factors that contribute to the model, but each of those two factors are 

determined by sub-factors and sub-sub-factors. 

 

 F1: Target 

o F11: “Motivation” deals with the potential risk versus reward for a targets in a 

nation. 

o F12: “Impact” represents the widespread effect of an attack on a targets in the 

country. 

 F121: “Denial of Service” represents how many users will be denied 

access to attacked targets. 

 F122: “Resources Lost” is the potential amount money lost to an attack 

from criminals. 

 F2: Means 

o F21: “Tools” is related to the percentage of new computer virus developed in a 

nation. 

 F211: “Botnet” refers to the size of the botnets hosted in a nation. A botnet 

is a network of thousands of computers that are controlled by few people 

to spam internet servers. 

 F212: “Malware” is related to the amount of internet traffic the comes 

from Malware based programs. 

o F21: “Ease of Access” is related to the percentage penetration of antivirus 

software in a nation. 

 

 

Figure (1) (below) provides a visualization of the factors contributing to our final susceptibility 

ranking. 
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Table (1) shows the expert opinions, organized by factor, sub-factor, and sub-sub-factor. Experts 

are labeled from 𝐸1 to 𝐸6. 

 

 𝐸1 𝐸2 𝐸3 𝐸4 𝐸5 
𝐹1 7.7 9 6 7 8 
𝐹2 8.7 2 5 6 4 
𝐹11 7.6 7 8 9 5 
𝐹12 4.5 5 7 5 5 
𝐹121 4.4 5 9 4 4 
𝐹122 7.9 8 4 6 7 
𝐹21 5.5 7 6 8 7 
𝐹22 6.5 4 3 5 2 
𝐹211 8 4 8.7 5 4 
𝐹212 3.4 6 6.4 8 6 

 

 

Methods: 

 

The fuzzy mathematical model utilized in this project uses expert rankings in five 

different methods to generate susceptibility rankings for the top ten most technologically 

advanced countries. Each of the five fuzzy methods yielded an equation. With these equations, 

ranking values and scores could easily be assigned, given sufficient data. 

 

I. Analytic Hierarchy Process 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process relates directly to the table of expert opinions. To 

utilize AHP, row averages are calculated and then they are divided by the sum of row 

averages. Our final AHP equation appears below: 

 
𝐴𝐻𝑃 𝐹+ =  0.1519 𝐹121 +  0.1930 𝐹122  +  0.2539 𝐹12  +  0.1585 𝐹211  +  0.0936 𝐹212  +  0.1489 𝐹21 
 

 

II. Guiasu Method 

To utilize the Guiasu method, each element in the AHP matrix is then divided by 

the sum of elements in a specific column. The row averages then make up the Guiasu 

equation, which is displayed below. 

 
𝐺 𝐹+ =  0.1520 𝐹121  +  0.1932 𝐹122  +  0.2542 𝐹12  +  0.1585 𝐹211  +  0.0935 𝐹212  +  0.1486 𝐹21 

 

III. Yen Method 

Using the data in the Guiasu matrix, the Yen matrix is easily obtained. The sum of 

row averages is calculated and then each row average is divided by this sum. These 

values make up the Yen equation, shown below: 

𝑌𝑒𝑛 𝐹+ =  0.1521 𝐹121  +  0.1924 𝐹122  +  0.2540 𝐹211  +  0.1585 𝐹211  +  0.0937 𝐹212  +  0.1492 𝐹21 

 

IV. Dempster-Schafer Method 
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The values from the Guiasu table are then used to create the Dempster-Schafer 

Method table. The Dempster-Schafer Method fully utilizes the following theorem: 

Let 𝑋 be a finite set, Let 𝑚1 , … , 𝑚𝑛 be basic probability assignments on 𝑋. 

Suppose 𝑚𝑖 (𝑥) > 0 for all 𝑥 ∈  𝑋 and all 𝑖 =  1, … , 𝑛. Then for all 𝑥 ∈  𝑋 

 

𝑚1,2….𝑛({𝑥}) =
𝑚1({𝑥}) ∙ … ∙ 𝑚𝑛({𝑥})

∑ 𝑚1({𝑥}) … ∙ 𝑚𝑛({𝑥})𝑥∈𝑋
 

  The Dempster-Schafer equation is then 

𝐷𝑆 𝐹+ =  0.1675 𝐹121  +  0.5583 𝐹122  +  0.1571 𝐹12  +  0.1021 𝐹211  +  0.0072 𝐹212  +  0.0077 𝐹21 

 

V. Set Value Statistical Method 

The Set Value Statistical Method is described in detail in the Li and Yen paper, 

cited in the References Section. Utilizing the Set Value Statistical Method, the 

following equation was generated: 

𝑆𝑉𝑆𝑀 𝐹+ =  0.1481 𝐹121  +  0.2963 𝐹122  +  0.2222 𝐹12  +  0.1481 𝐹211  +  0.0741 𝐹212  

+  0.1111 𝐹21 

 

Results: 

The following tables provide both ranking values and ranks for the ten nations analyzed. 

The rankings according to each method are displayed to easily show the similarities and 

differences between the different methods in our model. 

Table (2) below shows the raw scores used to rank the nations. Strong similarities between AHP, 

Guiasu, Yen, and SVSM are clearly present. 

 

Nation AHP G Value Guiasu G 

Value 

Yen G Value DS G Value SVSM G 

Value 

USA 0.5074 0.5077 0.5071 0.8101 0.5870 
China 0.5600 0.5604 0.5599 0.5439 0.5576 
Russia 0.2149 0.2150 0.2150 0.1286 0.1911 

Germany 0.0576 0.0576 0.0575 0.1023 0.0699 
UK 0.0504 0.0504 0.0504 0.0625 0.0544 

India 0.2033 0.2033 0.2035 0.0938 0.1773 
Japan 0.1327 0.1328 0.1326 0.2205 0.1572 
Brazil 0.1486 0.1488 0.1486 0.1231 0.1400 
France 0.0644 0.0644 0.0643 0.0843 0.0692 
Mexico 0.2215 0.2212 0.2217 0.0526 0.1746 
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Table (3) shows a ranking of these raw scores. 

Nation AHP G Rank Guiasu G 

Rank 

Yen G Rank DS G Rank SVSM G Rank 

USA 2 2 2 1 1 
China 1 1 1 2 2 
Russia 4 4 4 4 3 

Germany 9 9 9 6 8 
UK 10 10 10 9 1 

India 5 5 5 7 4 
Japan 7 7 7 3 6 
Brazil 6 6 6 5 7 
France 8 8 8 8 9 
Mexico 3 3 3 10 5 

 

Discussion: 

Due to the nature of fuzzy mathematics, our results consist of relative rankings rather 

than absolute numbers. While the numbers in the our various equations do not give us concrete 

information in themselves, comparing them with other country’s numbers give us a way to rank 

the nations in terms of susceptibility to internet attacks. After seeing the ten nations we examined 

lined according to their number from the various methods, it is clear that the countries are 

consistent in their rankings across four of the five fuzzy math methods. The Dempster-Shafer 

method is the most noticeably different, yet provided a ranking in close proximity to the rankings 

generated from other methods.  

Looking at the data, we see that internet users in the United States and China have very 

similar susceptibility to internet attacks. Since the United States and China the largest economic 

superpowers, this result is consistent with our expectations. The slightly surprising result is that 

China ranked ahead of the United States in the AHP, Yen and Guiasu methods. This is most 

likely due to the rise of China as an industrial and economic powerhouse. We further researched 

into this result and discovered that more of China’s population is gaining access to the internet 

for the first time. Likewise, according to the Cyberterrorism Project, China’s internet user base 

has reached past the half billion mark, more than the entire population of the US.  

We also discovered that the internet is growing by thousands of new users every day. 

Consequently, most of these people not having a form of anti-malware or anti-virus software. 

These leave many users open to unknowingly become part of a botnet system or have their 

computer become infected by malware. Since botnet and malware were two of our sub-factors, 

we feel a sense of accomplishment and confidence in our fuzzy mathematical model. 

Another surprising result is that Mexico appears in the rankings as number three or a 

four, near the US and China. There are a few possible reasons why this might be the case. One 

reason might be due to Mexico’s proximity to the American market. This would increase its 

GDP and perhaps make users in Mexico better targets for criminals. Another reason is that, like 

China, Mexico has an increasing number of new internet users. New internet users are frequently 

poorly protected, making them prime targets for hackers using DoS (Denial of Service) attacks 

or malware programs. It seems that some of the nations that appear to be on an upswing in terms 

of economic and societal prosperity are more susceptible to internet than some of the large 

nations such as India, or economically stable nations like the United Kingdom or Germany. 
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A closer look at the lower scoring countries shows some common trends. The nations 

lower on our rankings are often not as economically powerful as nations like the United States 

and China. This seems to play the largest effects, because internet attackers are almost primarily 

motivated by money. This provides the most complete explanation as to why of the nations on 

the list with the smallest economies had the lowest susceptibility to criminal internet traffic. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

Using fuzzy mathematical models, we were able to rank the ten most technologically 

proficient countries in terms of their susceptibility to internet attacks. By using these models, we 

were able to gain some hints of patterns that play a crucial role in internet security of the world. 

Although our model needs further refinement, our results seem reasonable and make sense. 

Continuing on with this research we would make a few important modifications and additions to 

our models. As stated previously at the beginning of the paper, internet security and attacks are 

complex, as they can easily originate from anywhere in the world. Keeping this in mind we could 

devise a method to create more interdependent factors. We would also take some other factors 

into consideration such as legislation and punishment of internet crimes for various nations. 

Another thing that would improve the quality of our model would be to include many of the 

smaller nations as well allowing us to have a broader look at things. However, the fuzzy model 

we created to rank user susceptibility to internet attacks on a per nation basis will provide the 

foundation a more in depth future analysis. 
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Appendix 

Raw and Normalized Data 

I. Raw Data 

US                80998928.0000  16244600.0000  30.5800  254295536.0000  4.3000  11.5600   

China             7826178.0000  8358400.0000  59.3600  568192066.0000  5.1000  10.3000   

Russia            515572.0000  2029812.0000  41.8000  75926004.0000  6.6000  5.4000   

Germany           6492203.0000  3425956.0000  20.6000  68296919.0000  3.0000  7.5600   

United-Kingdom    4748751.0000  2517630.0000  20.3500  54861245.0000  4.3000  4.7200   

India             681629.0000  1872000.0000  30.0000  151598994.0000  9.8000  5.4000   

Japan             3079929.0000  5960180.0000  26.8400  100684474.0000  3.0000  6.7300   

Brazil            514539.0000  2254109.0000  38.2100  99357737.0000  3.0000  3.3000   

France            3356804.0000  2611221.0000  26.0400  54473474.0000  3.0000  2.4000   

Mexico            220237.0000  1183655.0000  31.4900  44173551.0000  3.0000  97.2500   

II. Normalized Data 

US                1.0000  1.0000  0.2622  0.4010  0.1912  0.0966   

China             0.0942  0.4764  1.0000  1.0000  0.3088  0.0833   

Russia            0.0037  0.0562  0.5499  0.0606  0.5294  0.0316   

Germany           0.0776  0.1489  0.0064  0.0460  0.0000  0.0544   

United-Kingdom    0.0561  0.0886  0.0000  0.0204  0.1912  0.0245   

India             0.0057  0.0457  0.2474  0.2050  1.0000  0.0316   

Japan             0.0354  0.3171  0.1664  0.1078  0.0000  0.0457   

Brazil            0.0036  0.0711  0.4578  0.1053  0.0000  0.0095   

France            0.0388  0.0948  0.1459  0.0197  0.0000  0.0000   

Mexico            0.0000  0.0000  0.2856  0.0000  0.0000  1.0000   
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